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Abstract
Image-based profiling has emerged as a powerful technology for various steps in basic biological and
pharmaceutical discovery, but the community has lacked a large, public reference set of data from chemical
and genetic perturbations. Here we present data generated by the Joint Undertaking for Morphological Profiling
(JUMP)-Cell Painting Consortium, a collaboration between 10 pharmaceutical companies, six supporting
technology companies, and two non-profit partners. When completed, the dataset will contain images and
profiles from the Cell Painting assay for over 116,750 unique compounds, over-expression of 12,602 genes,
and knockout of 7,975 genes using CRISPR-Cas9, all in human osteosarcoma cells (U2OS). The dataset is
estimated to be 115 TB in size and capturing 1.6 billion cells and their single-cell profiles. File quality control
and upload is underway and will be completed over the coming months at the Cell Painting Gallery:
https://registry.opendata.aws/cellpainting-gallery. A portal to visualize a subset of the data is available at
https://phenaid.ardigen.com/jumpcpexplorer/.

Introduction
The pharmaceutical industry needs disruptive technologies to rapidly reduce the cost and failure rates for
getting life-changing medicines to patients. The image-based microscopy profiling assay, Cell Painting 1, has
shown promise in several steps in the drug discovery pipeline 2, including disease phenotype identification 3, hit
identification 4,5 assay activity prediction 6, toxicity detection 7,8 and mechanism of action determination 9, as
well as in basic biological research such as functional genomics 10. In this assay, eight cellular components are
stained with six inexpensive dyes and imaged in five channels on a fluorescence microscope. Image analysis
software identifies individual cells and extracts a few thousand features from each, producing single-cell
profiles. The technology is significantly less expensive and higher-throughput than transcriptomic and
proteomic profiling. Cell images contain a vast amount of very quantifiable information about the status of the
cell: for example, whether it is diseased, whether it is responding to a drug treatment, and whether a pathway
has been disrupted by a genetic mutation.

Just as is the case for genomics and transcriptomics, a public reference database is critical for image-based
profiling. For many applications, a query sample’s image-based profile can be matched to similar (or opposite)
profiles in the reference database, yielding hypotheses about the sample of interest; this guilt-by-similarity
strategy is the basis of matching query compounds to annotated compounds to discern a mechanism of action,
or to identify potential regulators of a given gene’s pathway by matching the gene’s profile to candidate
compounds 10. A large structured reference database can also be used to train machine learning models to
predict compounds’ assay activity 6 to identify promising compounds to test physically 4,5. Image data can also
be used in representation learning, to teach deep learning models biologically useful embeddings 11,12.
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Large, general image repositories have launched over the past decade 13,14, and offer a tremendous benefit to
the scientific community. Nevertheless, their use for many applications in image-based profiling has been
limited because few public image sets in such repositories use a standardized assay like Cell Painting. The
largest public Cell Painting datasets to date have been produced at (a) the Broad Institute, with 30,616
compounds tested 15 and a few hundred genetic perturbations 10,16, and (b) Recursion, with several datasets of
roughly a thousand perturbations each (RNA interference, immune stimulants 4, and compounds, often in
dose-response and/or multiple cell types, https://www.rxrx.ai). These large standardized datasets have proven
powerful in many applications, including identifying candidate therapeutics and targets. They have
demonstrated the value and provided the motivation to create a much larger public dataset, while also raising
the question whether large datasets created at multiple experimental laboratories could be productively
combined.

Here, we present the largest, freely available Cell Painting dataset of chemical and genetic perturbations,
systematically acquired across 12 pharmaceutical and academic partner sites in five replicates, with the
support of six technology companies. Although the data is in the process of final quality control and upload, we
wanted to provide the community with sufficient information to design experiments and analyses, and to begin
using the data as more of it becomes publicly available over the next few months.

Results

Data production and organization
The Joint Undertaking for Morphological Profiling (JUMP)-Cell Painting Consortium is made of 10
pharmaceutical/biotechnology companies, two non-profit organizations and six supporting partners
(https://jump-cellpainting.broadinstitute.org/). The goal of the consortium was to create the largest publicly
available Cell Painting dataset and to recommend best practices for running Cell Painting experiments and
profile generation, while simultaneously developing methods for community-oriented data analysis and
storage.

The JUMP dataset comprises four subsets: a large production dataset of cells perturbed by three different
perturbation modalities–chemical compounds (small molecules), overexpression of genes using Open Reading
Frames (ORFs) and gene knockout by Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)
guides (cpg0016), and three pilot datasets in which cells were perturbed under various experimental and
imaging conditions (cpg0000 17, cpg0001 1 and cpg0002 18; note that the first two of these were previously
released). We use the term “knockout” here because the majority of resulting alleles have frameshift mutations,
preventing further protein production; however, varying levels of proteins may remain at the time of analysis,
and some cells will not contain knockout alleles at all. Across all the datasets, there are more than 116,000
chemical perturbations and 15,000 genes perturbed (by ORF, CRISPR, or both). The size and overlap between
these datasets are shown in Figure 1.

The primary JUMP dataset (cpg0016), apart from being the largest, has two main features that make it ideal as
a reference dataset: 1) the compound dataset in cpg0016 was generated across 11 data producing sites (or
“sources”). Each source, apart from source_7, exchanged their nominated compounds with either two or four
other sources where they were assayed using different instruments and microscopes (details are provided in
the Methods section). This technical variability makes the data more robust as a reference dataset. 2)
JUMP-Target-2-Compound, a positive control plate of 306 diverse compounds, was run with every batch of
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data generation. These plates not only allow alignment of data within the JUMP dataset, but also with future
datasets generated outside the consortium.

Figure 1: Data and perturbations in the JUMP-Cell Painting dataset. The JUMP Cell Painting dataset is a
collection of four datasets, namely, cpg0000, cpg0001, cpg0002, and cpg0016 (these datasets are described in
the Methods section). All datasets were generated at the Broad (known as source_4, or S4), except cpg0016,
which was generated across the 12 partner sites. Each source number corresponds to a different site, except
S7 and S13, which correspond to the same site. The genetic perturbation data was generated at individual
sites (CRISPR at S13 and ORFs at S4) while typically the five replicates of each compound were generated at
two to four sites besides the site that nominated the compound. The arrows denote the compound exchange
logistics (Supplementary Table 3). There are overlaps in compounds or genes tested in the different datasets,
but the size of the circles and their overlap are schematic and thus not precisely to scale. Overlap of the
JUMP-Cell Painting dataset is shown with cpg0012 15), an existing public dataset of 30,616 bioactive
compounds that was previously generated at the Broad and reprocessed using the JUMP processing pipeline
(as described in the methods section).
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Visualizing ORF profiles
Of the three perturbation modalities–compound, CRISPR-guides and ORF–the ORF dataset is currently
complete and released publicly (all five replicates of each perturbation have been released). The
two-dimensional UMAP 19 representations of the normalized, feature-selected ORF profiles (steps to generate
these profiles are described in the methods section) are shown in Figure 2. We find that the control wells do
not cluster separately from the ORF treatment wells (Figure 2a, Supplementary Figure 1). This could be due to
several reasons: 1) ORF treatments are generally indistinguishable from controls, 2) the negative and positive
controls are not optimally fulfilling their role (see Methods details – optimal negative controls are difficult to
define, as any non-human ORF may not be completely inert, and the proteins we chose are known to have an
impact on human cells) or 3) technical effects, such as batch effect and well position effect, are stronger than
the ORF induced effects on cellular morphology. To disentangle the ORF induced biological effects from the
technical effects, we plotted additional views of the UMAP representation. We do not observe significant batch
effects when the UMAP is colored by the experimental batch (Figure 2b, Supplementary Figure 4), perhaps
because the entire ORF dataset was generated at a single site (source_4). But, when we color the UMAP by
row name (Figure 2c, Supplementary Figures 2 and 5) and column name (Figure 2d, Supplementary Figures 3
and 6), we observe a clear striping pattern as wells from the same row or column cluster together. We observe
this pattern irrespective of the perturbation type (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3) and experimental batch
(Supplementary Figures 5 and 6); the pattern cannot be explained by particular samples being consistently in
those rows/columns. Correcting for the well position effects may help recover true biological signals in this
dataset, which is particularly important because all the replicates for each ORF treatment occupy the same
well position across plates, an unfortunate practical limitation of plating the samples.

We created a portal to visualize a subset of the data at https://phenaid.ardigen.com/jumpcpexplorer/ and a
third-party software company has created an additional portal at https://www.springdiscovery.com/jump-cp.
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Figure 2: UMAP of ORF samples. All the wells in the ORF perturbed plates are shown in this UMAP, which
are colored by treatment type in a), by batch in b), by row name in c) and column name in d). The entire ORF
dataset was generated at source_4. Additional views of the UMAP representations are shown in
Supplementary Figures 1-6.

Discussion
Although the full dataset is not yet available online, we have described our experimental design and
methodology to assist the community in designing experiments and analyses and to begin using the data. For
our own part, we have many plans for using the data, for example, in applications summarized in the
introduction.

We also plan to create and share improved versions of the data as follows. We will extract profiles from the
images using deep learning models, both an ImageNet 21k pretrained model (using the EfficientNetV2-S
architecture) 20 and one learned specifically for Cell Painting images 11. We intend to carry out deep-learning
based quality control to filter out images that are blurry or containing debris. We will assess alternatives 21 and
carry out batch correction to better align the data within batches at each data collection site and across sites,
as well as to correct the well-position effects (also known as plate-layout effects) where row and column
position impacts the morphological profiles. We will assess methods for combining single-cell data into profiles
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for a sample, as the current approach is based on simple population means. We will explore better methods for
matching samples, particularly genes, to compounds (https://github.com/jump-cellpainting/genemod). We will
assess whether destaining Cell Painted gene overexpression samples and restaining to detect a tag on the
desired protein can be used to create improved profiles from the subset of cells expressing an appropriate
level of protein. We will extract profiles from the unlabeled brightfield images to assess their information
content. We will apply multivariate analysis to analyze the extracted features, including use of soft classifiers
on a subset of samples. We will assess whether Cell Painting image-based data can be effectively integrated
with secretome data captured using nELISA®, a protein profiling platform offered by Nomic Bio.

A world of opportunities is now open with this large perturbational dataset that contains both chemical and
genetic perturbations. We invite the scientific community to make maximal use of the JUMP-Cell Painting
dataset and to ask further clarifying questions via GitHub issues at
https://github.com/jump-cellpainting/datasets/issues.

Methods
The JUMP Cell Painting dataset is a collection of several datasets that were either generated or reprocessed
by the JUMP Cell Painting Consortium. The primary dataset (cpg0016; production data) was generated during
the data production phase of the JUMP-CP project. It comprises a compound dataset (compound production
data), an Open Reading Frame (ORF) overexpression dataset (ORF production data) and a CRISPR knockout
dataset (CRISPR production data). In addition, three datasets were generated during the pilot phase of the
project (pilot data). These include a previously released compound dataset to test different
experimental/staining conditions (cpg0001; CPPilot data 1), another previously released dataset to test different
perturbation modalities (cpg0000; CPJUMP1 data 17) and a compound dataset to test different microscopes
(cpg0002; CPJUMP-Scope1 data 18). In the following sections, unless specified explicitly, all the details about
experimental conditions and analysis pertain to the cpg0016 data. Details about the other datasets are
described in other manuscripts describing those datasets.

Chemical and genetic perturbations
The JUMP Cell Painting dataset consists of cells that were perturbed by both chemical (small molecules, also
called compounds) and genetic (overexpression using ORF and knockout using CRISPR-Cas9) perturbations.

Chemical perturbation selection
For generating the production data, the JUMP consortium partners nominated and provided 116,750 unique
compounds, including controls, which are described in a later section. These nominated compounds meet the
following criteria:

● Structure of the compounds was in the public domain or could be released by the company.
● The purity of the compounds is either greater than 90% or is at least 80% with additional QC data.
● Lastly, the nominated compounds should not include any controlled substances, to facilitate sharing the

compounds across international borders.
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Genetic perturbation selection

ORF expression library
For cpg0016 we used a pre-existing lentiviral ORF expression library created at the Broad Institute for the gene
overexpression experiments 22. We tested 15,136 overexpression reagents encompassing 12,602 unique
genes, including controls, which are described in a later section. Lentiviral packaging becomes less efficient for
larger genes; this library does not cover the entire genome due to excluding larger genes.

CPJUMP1 data (cpg0000) also contains ORF perturbation data, where we overexpressed 176 genes.
Additional details about these perturbations have been published 17.

CRISPR knockout library

We used the Horizon Discovery Human Edit-RTM synthetic crRNA - Druggable Genome in our CRISPR
knockout experiments. This library targets 7975 unique genes, each gene is targeted by a pool of four
predesigned synthetic crRNAs with high specificity and functional knockout.

In the CRISPR knockout experiments in CPJUMP1, we knocked down 160 genes. Additional details about
these perturbations have been published 17.

Controls
We included several controls to identify and/or correct for different experimental artifacts. The controls can be
broadly categorized as within-plate controls (those that are on the same plate as the treatments), and control
plates (entire plates that are run alongside the treatment plates).

Within-plate controls
Within-plate controls include negative controls, positive control and untreated wells.

Negative control wells: These controls are used for detecting and correcting plate to plate variations. They can
also be used as a baseline for identifying perturbations with a detectable morphological signal. The following
are the within-plate negative controls.

● Compound plates – Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO).
● ORF plates – ORFs of genes BFP, HcRed, lacZ and Luciferase, although it should be noted that no

sensible negative control exists for protein overexpression, as each of these proteins is known to
induce some changes to cell state.

● CRISPR plates – Non-targeting guides (CRISPR guides that do not target any gene) and DMSO.

Positive control wells: These controls are included in the plates to ensure that the experiment worked as
expected.

● Compound plates – From the CPJUMP1 pilot experiment, we selected eight compounds with the most
distinct signatures from each other and from DMSO. The identity of each compound is provided in
Supplementary Table 1.

● ORF plates – We ran four of the eight compound positive controls on the ORF plates (Supplementary
Table 1). Also, eGFP (enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein) is the ORF positive control.

● CRISPR plates – PLK1; knocking it down kills cells.
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Untreated wells: Some wells were treated neither with treatments nor with controls; they contained only cells.
These wells are unfortunate practical limitations, primarily useful for recognizing the plate orientation. They
might also be used for normalizing samples, but they are non-ideal negative controls, given that they are not
mock-treated with any reagents.

Control plates
Negative control plates: Some data acquisition partners ran negative control plates periodically (e.g., one per
batch, or at the beginning and end of each batch). These plates can help disentangle staining and imaging
artifacts, including batch effects and well-position effects. Examples include:

● An entire plate of untreated cells.
● An entire plate of cells treated with non-targeting guides (for CRISPR).
● An entire plate where all wells were treated with DMSO.

JUMP-Target-2-Compound plates: All partners ran one or more plates of JUMP-Target-2-Compound
compounds in each batch to correct batch effects (unrelated plates from the same batch correlate strongly with
each other compared to related plates in other batches).

JUMP-Target-1-Compound plates: To align the production data (cpg0016) with the CPJUMP1 experiment in
the pilot data (cpg0000), we ran four JUMP-Target-1-Compound plates in one batch of cpg0016 from source_4
(Broad).

JUMP-Target-2-Compound plates with polybrene: To quantify the effects of adding polybrene, a viral
transfection agent that is added to the ORF experiment, on the morphology of the cell, we ran two
JUMP-Target-2-Compound plates with polybrene in one batch.

Plate layout design

Compound plates
The 384-well plate layouts (Supplementary Figure 7) were designed such that the controls are in the outer
columns and the treatment wells are in the inner columns of the plate, to minimize well-position effects (also
called plate-layout effects, whereby identical treatments in outer wells of a plate show different results than the
same treatment positioned in inner ones) for the treatment samples, and to be compatible with partners’
instrumentation and logistics. Four replicates of all eight compound positive controls are added to the
outermost columns 1 and 24, while DMSO is added to the next-innermost columns, 2 and 23. The remaining
wells contain one replicate of compound treatments. In the case of 1536-well plates (Supplementary Figure 8),
each quadrant of the plate follows the same layout as a 384-well plate.

ORF plates
The ORF plates were pre-designed due to their existence in a pre-plated library 22; each plate consists of
negative control wells and untreated wells spread across the plate. Most plates contain 16 negative control
wells, while some have as many as 28 wells (Supplementary Table 2). One replicate of four of the compound
positive controls are added to wells O23, O24, P23 and P24. The remaining wells contain ORF treatments,
with a single replicate of each per plate map and with five replicate plates produced per plate map.
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CRISPR plates
Similar to the compound plates, the outer columns of the plate contain positive and negative controls. The
outermost columns 1 and 24 contain four replicates of the eight compound positive controls. Columns 2 and 23
contain ten replicates each of wells with no-guides and non-targeting guides, eight replicates of DMSO and
four replicates of the CRISPR positive control, PLK1.

JUMP-Target-1-Compound plates
The plates contain 306 compounds and DMSO; all but 14 compounds are in singlicates. There are 64 DMSO
wells that are spread across the plate. The 14 compounds with two replicates are diverse positive controls that
are different from the positive controls on the production plate. Additional details about these positive controls
and the criteria met by the compounds of the plate have been described 17.

JUMP-Target-2-Compound plates
The contents of the plate are the same as that of JUMP-Target-1-Compound plates, but the layout is different
(Supplementary Figure 9). JUMP-Target-2-Compound plates meet all the criteria met by
JUMP-Target-1-Compound plates 1. Both layouts are provided in our GitHub repository –
https://github.com/jump-cellpainting/JUMP-Target).

Perturbation identifier
All compound, ORF and CRISPR perturbations are assigned a unique JUMP identifier. These identifiers start with the
code JCP2022_.

Experimental conditions
We optimized several experimental parameters in the pilot experiments before embarking on data production;
therefore, those experiments used a variety of parameters and did not all use the optimized final parameters.
Experimental conditions of the pilot experiments and their optimization have been described 1,17. The following
are the experimental parameters used for generating the production data (cpg0016).

● Cell Painting dyes: We modified the concentrations of many dyes to improve their performance while
simultaneously making the Cell Painting assay cheaper; the final choices are as described 1.

● Cell type: We compared A549 and U2OS cell lines in pilot experiments (cpg0000) 17 and settled on
using U2OS because the performance of both cell lines were similar and there are previous datasets
generated using U2OS, which allows comparison across experiments.

● Time point: We compared different time points for each perturbation modality (cpg0000) 17 and settled
on the following time points: Compound – 48 hours, ORF – 48 hours, CRISPR – 96 hours.

● Reagent vendor: Given the similar performance of the Cell Painting dyes from both vendors, Thermo
Fisher and PerkinElmer (cpg0001) 1, we performed our experiments with dyes from the latter, also
known as PhenoVueTM Cell Painting Kit, 2.0 (part number PING22, PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA).
PerkinElmer donated PhenoVue kits to the consortium.

● Microtiter plates: After comparing different plates for their ability to minimize evaporation in the outer
wells (cpg0000) 1, we used PerkinElmer Cell Carrier Ultra for our data production. All sites used
384-well plates, except for source_1 and source_9 that used 1536-well plates.

● Microscope settings: Microscope settings are described in the sample preparation and image
acquisition section below.
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● Number of fields of view: We captured six (source_2 and source_10) or nine (source_3 through
source_8, source_11, and source_15) fields of view in the 384-well plates and four fields of view in
1536-well plates (source_1 and source_9).

● Concentration of compounds: The treatment compounds were assayed at 10 uM at all sites, apart from
source_7 where the compounds were assayed at 0.625 uM (the goal being to assay some of the
compounds at a low concentration in addition to the higher concentration used for most of data
production). The positive control compounds in compound, ORF and CRISPR plates were assayed at 5
uM. JUMP-Target-1-Compound and JUMP-Target-2-Compound plates were also assayed at 5 uM.

● ORF experiments: We followed previous protocols 23,24, with the following experimental parameters
chosen: 5 replicates per virus plate, 1525 cells/384w, 30 uL media seeding volume/384w, 1 uL
virus/384w and 4 ug/mL polybrene added 1 hour post-seeding, 30 minute spin at ~1000g, media
change after 24 hrs removing polybrene and virus adding back 40 uL media, no selection with
Blasticidin.

● Creation of a Cas9 cell line: We made U2OS-311 at the Broad Institute by transducing U2OS cells at a
multiplicity of infection (MOI) <1 with lentivirus prepared from the vector pLX_311-Cas9 (Addgene
plasmid 96924), which expresses blasticidin resistance from the SV40 promoter and Cas9 from the
EF1α promoter, and selected with 16 μg/ml blasticidin for 14 d. Briefly, a 12-well plate at 1.5 × 10e6
cells per well in 1.25 mL media and 750 μL virus supplemented with 4 μg/ml polybrene were
centrifuged for 2 h at 1,000g, then 2 mL media was added per well. 24 h after infection, cells were split
out of the 12-well plate and 48 h after infection 16 μg/ml blasticidin was added and maintained. This is a
slight modification of our published protocol 25.

● CRISPR experiments: 5 replicates per target gene were assessed, each well containing 4 different
sequences targeting the same gene. The cell line used for these experiments was U2OS-311 (Broad).
The cells were kept for a week in blasticidin before plating. Blasticidin was removed one passage
before plating. Before plating, 125nL of each guide RNA at 10uM (Horizon Discovery) and 125nL of the
tracrRNA at 10uM (Horizon Discovery) were dispensed in the 384 well plates using the ECHO
(Beckman Coulter Life Science). 10uL of LipoRNAimax (Thermo Fisher) diluted in OptiMEM was added
to each well using a MultiDrop Combi (Thermo Fisher) to achieve a final 0.05uL/well of LipoRNAimax.
The plates were pulse centrifuged, then incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Then 700 cells
per well were dispensed in 40uL using the MultiDrop Combi and incubated for 96h in an incubator
(37C, 5% CO2) before staining and fixation. Additional chemical treatments were included in some
control wells (DMSO, C1, C2, … C8) as well as full plates of cells treated with the Target-2 plate of
compounds. These treatments were performed the same way as described in the chemical screening
and were incubated 48h before staining and fixation on U2OS-311 cells with LipoRNAimax treatment
only (no guide RNA, no tracrRNA).

Experiment design
The production data was generated at 12 sites or sources (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 3). Compound
data-producing partners are divided into two groups, wave 1 (7 partners) and wave 2 (3 partners). Additionally,
there are two other data producing partners, one (source_4, the Broad) generated the 5-replicate ORF data
and the other (source_13) generated a 5-replicate compound dataset and the 5-replicate CRISPR dataset.
Each wave 1 partner shared their ~12,000 nominated compounds with four other wave 1 partners and received
compounds from four other wave 1 partners. Thus, each partner screened roughly five times the number of
compounds they nominated. Thus, each compound was typically screened in five replicates across five sites.
Each wave 2 partner similarly shared their nominated compounds with the other two partners and received
compounds from the other two partners. Each partner then screened three replicates of the compounds they
nominated along with the compounds they received. Thus, each compound was screened in five replicates
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across three sites. Nearly 6000 compounds were common between wave 1 and wave 2 partners, which will
help align wave 1 and wave 2 compound production datasets. The plates were grouped into batches. The
number of plates in each batch is different for different sources. In each batch, along with the treatment plates,
most partners ran at least one untreated or DMSO plate and one JUMP-Target-2-Compound plate, so that the
different batches can be aligned within a source and across sources.

Sample preparation and image acquisition
In the Cell Painting assay, eight cellular components are stained with six fluorescent dyes and imaged in five
channels: mitochondria (MitoTracker; Mito), nucleus (Hoechst; DNA), nucleoli and cytoplasmic RNA (SYTO 14;
RNA), endoplasmic reticulum (concanavalin A; ER), Golgi and plasma membrane (wheat germ agglutinin
(WGA); AGP) and the actin cytoskeleton (phalloidin; AGP). We followed the optimized Cell Painting assay 1;
the differences between the v2 26 and v3 protocols and any future updates are available at
https://github.com/carpenterlab/2022_Cimini_NatureProtocols/wiki. Five types of microscope were used to
acquire images at the 12 data production sites. These included the PerkinElmer Opera Phenix, ImageXpress
Micro confocal, Yokogawa CV8000, Yokogawa CV7000, and PerkinElmer Operetta. Images were acquired in
either widefield or confocal modes, and one or three brightfield planes were also acquired at some sites, apart
from the fluorescent channels. The settings for each microscope and the filter configuration are provided in
Supplementary Table 4 and Supplementary Table 6, respectively.

Image Processing
We used CellProfiler bioimage analysis software (versions 4.0.7, 4.1.3 or 4.2.1) to process the images.
CellProfiler uses classical algorithms to measure cellular features. We corrected for variations in background
illumination intensity and then segmented cells. We then measured several categories of features such as
intensity, granularity, texture, and density for each cell in each fluorescent channel and each brightfield plane, if
captured. Similarly, we measured features at the whole-image level. For more details, see
http://broad.io/cellprofilermanual. Following the image analysis pipeline (see
https://github.com/broadinstitute/imaging-platform-pipelines/tree/master/JUMP_production#production-pipeline
s for the pipelines), we measured up to 7648 features (including features measured at the per-cell level and
those measured only at the per-image level) for images that included three brightfield planes which are each
measured separately in the pipeline; for sources that collected fluorescence images only, the profiles contained
4762 features for each cell).

Image-based profiling
CellProfiler features were processed using pycytominer 27. Single cell profiles were aggregated by calculating
the mean profile for each sample on a plate. Each feature of the mean profile was then normalized by
subtracting the median and dividing by the mean absolute deviation of the feature from either all the samples
on the plate or only the negative control. Finally, the profiles are filtered to remove redundant features
(features whose correlation with other features is higher than 0.9) and invariant features (features whose
variance across all the samples is low).

Data availability
Images, single-cell profiles and all levels of well-level profiles (aggregated, annotated, normalized and feature
selected) are available for cpg0000, cpg0001 and cpg0002. Only images, single cell profiles and aggregated
well-level profiles from ten sources are available for cpg0016. For source_4, additional levels of well-level
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profiles for cpg0016 are available at https://github.com/jump-cellpainting/jump-orf-data. The remaining data in
cpg0016 will be released after we complete data validation. The details of which data is available and how to
download it is provided at https://github.com/jump-cellpainting/datasets. Jupyter notebooks for generating the
figures are available at
https://github.com/jump-cellpainting/jump-data-production-paper/tree/6362150e822dbbdbf396b6dae21179cc80
2b0960/0.visualize-orf-data.

Data organization
The folder structure of the data repositories is provided in
https://github.com/broadinstitute/cellpainting-gallery/blob/main/folder_structure.md.
Paper repository – https://github.com/jump-cellpainting/jump-data-production-paper

Tools and Software used
Figures were generated using python code written in a Jupyter notebook environment 28,29. Plots were
generated using matplotlib 30, seaborn 31 and Plotly 32 libraries along with Lucidchart and Google Draw.
Two-dimensional representations of image-based profiles in Figures 2 and Supplementary Figures 1-6 were
generated using UMAP 19 .
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